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ALL BEAUTIFUL LIES by Peter SwansonWilliam Morrow; 4/3/18CBTB Rating: 1.5/5 Verdict: The uncomfortable and disturbing suspense I've ever had, as hesitant to write a review as I was to write this. After absolutely loving her every STRAH (Swanson's 2017 release), Peter Swanson's ALL BEAUTIFUL LIES was one of my long-
awaited 2018 reads; unfortunately, my reading experience not only fell flat, but was so really uncomfortable and disturbing that I struggled for a long time with whether I even wanted to write this review. I entered this book well aware, based on its description of the plot, that it would have a component associated with taboo relationships,
but I could never have predicted the overall attention this book would pay to the illegal relationship between adults (often adults in the role of guardian) and young people. If I had known this in advance, I wouldn't have decided to read this book - I take full responsibility for not doing enough research before diving in, but given that this book
has actually appeared on my Instagram - and given my genuine disgust at its content - the review is warranted. My only request for you, reader: please read this review, bearing in mind that I have great respect for the author, publisher, and for all readers whose opinions on this book are different from my own. Plot Summary: Harry
Ackerson has always considered his stepmother Alice sexy and beautiful, in an otherworldly way. She has always been kind and attentive, if a little sidelined in the last few years. A few days before graduating from college, Alice calls with shocking news. His father is dead, and the police think it's suicide. Devastated, Harry returns to his
father's house in Maine. There he and Alice will help each other to pick up pieces of his life and reveal what happened to his father. Shortly after he arrives, Harry meets a mysterious young woman named Grace McGowan. Although she claims to be a newcomer to the area, Harry begins to suspect that Grace may not be a complete
stranger to his family. But she's not the only attractive woman interested in Harry. Sensual Alice is also getting closer, coming to him in an alluring, clearly sexual way. Frozen by these two women, Harry finds himself deeper under their spell. But the closer he is to them, the more isolated he feels, disoriented by the growing fear that both
women hide dangerous, even deadly secrets ... and that no one is telling the truth. In my opinion, there are two kinds of anxiety when it comes to fiction: there are disturbing things that are compelling and insightful, focused on comments on issues that apply to real life, and then there's the kind of disturbing thing that just makes your skin
crawl, leaving you feeling as if you're dabbled in something you really shouldn't have. All LIES gets in Camp. But let's back time for a moment: I'm no stranger to books with disturbing content-CBTB readers will know that one of my two favorite books of all time, CROW GIRL Eric Axl Sund, is a truly dark and disturbing book, covering all
manners of horror, from child abuse to sexual assault and more. So what distinguishes CROW GIRL from all BEAUTIFUL LIES? How can I love the former and make an exception to the latter? It's a question I've struggled with over and over again, and the best answer I can solve is: in CROW GIRL, readers are exposed to these horrors
through the prism of extreme condemnation. There is no blurred line here-abuse found on the pages of this book called beyond the horrors they are. Misogyny is condemned, child abuse is punished, victims fight for - and rightfully achieve - justice for the evil done to them. In short, this is the first kind of disturbing. ALL BEAUTIFUL LIES is
another kind of disturbing completely. Nowhere on the pages of this book is the reader exposed to the near-gravity of the crime that readers experience in CROW GIRL, but I found myself deeply uncomfortable with the content I was exposed to. Inconvenient, in fact, now too diplomatic- I was shocked and genuinely puzzled by the story of
insisting on going back, over and over again, to the disgusting themes at its core. The most generous conclusion I can draw about the content presented in ALL BEAUTIFUL LIES is that the author hoped to induce a conversation around the cycle of abuse. The essence of this story is that a woman begins an affair with her stepson. As the
story continues, readers discover she was involved in a similar affair as a young man, too, and drawn into this hideous web of relationship taboo. These relationships are not technically illegal, but they are certainly uncomfortable and taboo - and the power dynamics between an adult and a young person represented in them adds a whole
other layer wrong for readers to unpack. The cycle of manipulation and care portrayed here was enough to turn my stomach-on-the-ground, certainly effective in depicting how abuse can breed abuse. And this idea -- the idea of studying the cycle of abuse -- is not a bad thing in itself. When portrayed through the prism of commentary on a
terrible and very common phenomenon, this kind of expertise can really be quite effective in stirring up an important conversation among readers. Where my real qualm with this story came into play was simple: where is the line between commentary and condescension?  I am the first person who says readers and authors have complete
freedom to read and write about what they choose - it is a fundamental freedom that I will always advocate for. But as a consumer of this content, I also reserve the right to be really by what I read, and to be vocal in my aversion to it. What is the intention of this story? Should we read this as condemnation of the behavior of the characters,
or are we indulging in something problematic - something that normalizes a relationship that needs to be defined as disturbing at best and offensive at worst? And perhaps most of all, why do I find it so hard to define the angle or perspective with which this story is told? Give me dark and disturbing stories any day, but give me darkness,
which is insightful and purposeful, aims to correct the wrong, shining light on it. If you give me a book that portrays a manipulative and possibly abusive relationship as sensual and legitimate though, I can't be complacens in my pre-anxiety. It's a shame that this book is so overshadowed by its focus on taboo-there are elements of this
story that are meandering and tense, to be sure. But the positives here, for me, are completely fading at the concerns expressed above. I'm not comfortable recommending this book, simple and simple. I almost wonder if this book would be better suited for readers of taboo novels looking for a book with anticipation of waiting. I've said this
before, but I'll say it again: I totally respect the right readers to look for books with any content suitable for them. (Try SOMETIMES I LIE Alice Feeney or TANGERINE By Christine Mangan, releasing this Tuesday!) I will definitely give Peter Swanson's next work a try- I absolutely loved her every fear and I am saddened that this new
addition to his list doesn't work for me. I got a free copy of this book from the publisher in exchange for an honest review. It does not affect my opinion about the book or the content of my review. All opinions are my own. Hardcover: 304 pagesPublisher: William Morrow (April 3, 2018)Language: EnglishISBN-10: 0062427059ISBN-13: 978-
0062427052 'All the Beautiful Lies' is the third novel by American author Peter Swanson, which I had the pleasure of reading and revisiting, after Killing Good People and Her Every Fear, as well as the fourth, which he published in 2014, when his debut novel, The Girl with the Clock for the Heart, was nominated for a book award for the
LA Times. Swanson's novels are standalone stories, a choice that makes them stand out in contemporary crime and thriller literature, where the series abound. But they also stand in their class as psychological novels are unknown, thanks to their atmosphere and characteristics, and All Beautiful Lies is no exception. The story is built
around the four main characters, and it shifts between the modern now and then about twenty Back. Less than a week before graduating from university, Harry Ackerson learns that his father Bill, who owns a rare book store in Kennewick, a small town in Maine, died suddenly in what looks like a hiking accident. Harry rushes back to the
sprawling house where his father lived with his stepmother Harry Alice, Bill's second wife, who is only fifteen years older than Harry. Alice is inconsolable, but strangely unreadable, strange, ephemeral presence, adding to the mystery of Bill's death, about which little facts are known. It's a low-key start, but one that is full of foreboding and
unspoken possibilities, like Swanson's spare, sharply defined prose sketches a peculiar relationship between Harry and Alice. They met only occasionally before the tragedy, as Bill and Alice got together after Harry started college, and as a result there is an awkwardness in the way the son and wife deal with their loss. They both seem
self-sufficient, almost shy, though the unusually small age difference between a college boy and his father's second wife adds a special frisson to the immediate aftermath of Bill's death. Flash back to Alice's early teenage years when she moved with her single mother Edith to Kennewick. They have a very ordinary life, as newcomers to a
sleepy resort. Alice has trouble fitting into school, like any teenager, and a fairly reserved one to boot, will be in a small town, and Edith doesn't do much to brighten up her daughter's life, even though she befriends an investment consultant at a bank in a nearby town, Jake Richter, a slightly older single man she soon marries. Swanson
seems to be playing a cat-and-mouse game with his readers. It creates suspense in the main accrual, its deft writing slowly adding elements that spice up the story. It makes you wonder what life Bill and his much younger wife had, and whether there is an attraction between Harry and Alice that might have been the motive for Bill's
murder. While no ominous cause is immediately obvious, Bill's fall off a cliff that was set apart from the path he was on is so hard to explain that, as a reader, you can't help but wonder. And I wonder what Swanson would love to do. It gradually adds detail and layers of meaning to the impeccable time of storytelling, introducing another
woman to the plot, Grace, a young New Yorker largely of Harry's age, who appears inexplicably in Kennewick after Bill's death, and even attends Bill's funeral. Harry is intrigued and soon learns that Grace and his father Bill have known each other since the time when Bill run another rare book store in Manhattan. There is some chemistry
between Harry and Grace, or at least in the beginning. Before Grace could explain Harry's full extent of her relationship with Bill however, she was brutally murdered in apartment flat lived in Kennewick. Here I have to stop talking about the plot to avoid any spoilers. Something hard to do when considering Swanson, whose novels are
thinner than other plotwise thrillers, as they rely much more on nuance, on the unspoken and that one can only guess as much as what the characters do and think and talk about. There is no meat in this story: I don't dwell, for example, on another important element of the plot, parts about Alice's teenage years, including the tragic death
of her mother and Alice's relationship with stepfather Jake, a part that gradually paints a picture of a very disturbing young woman. Like Swanson's previous novels, All The Beautiful Lies has a very rich texture, which the reader sees only gradually, so cleverly it is disguised. It's Swanson's painstaking work: I can imagine him chiseled by
the rough plan of his work, peeling away all the excesses and chipping out unnecessary, leaving enough kinks in the work, so that some parts of him are initially hidden from readers' eyesight, only to be revealed by a sudden, small shift in perspective. Swanson is supremely good at this, though pure whodunnit fans might wish there were
more characters behind which Swanson could hide his villain, making for a more surprising denouement. On the other hand, the presence of a relatively small cast allows Swanson to create an atmosphere and suspense. It takes his time to flesh out the lives of Alice, Jake, Bill and Harry, making them come alive as multidimensional
characters rather than just props for the plot, developing an intriguing, gripping novel. As he did, particularly in Her Every Fear, Swanson shies away from super heroes, action characters and clever investigators. The whole lovely lie is very much about the crime, actually more than one, but only police procedural diehards I think lament
the lack of a dominant investigator figure. With Swanson, the focus is more on intention than results, more on psychology than action. Yet despite the absence of these classic elements, his novels are viciously gripping. I think it's a sign of a good author as far as he or she is able to get readers to trust them by allowing readers to be drawn
into the narrative without wanting to skip ahead or, worse, stop reading. First of all, in getting readers to believe in the characters and want to know what makes them tick. As All Beautiful Lies confirms, Swanson is very good at creating a rhythm, while adding the right number of twists to keep readers guessing, and at making his
characters real people into a mesmerizing fictional world. World. all the beautiful lies peter swanson pdf. all the beautiful lies peter swanson epub
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